Pandy’s Meadowlands Selections for Friday, May 13
Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances
are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning
are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of
the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that
I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a strong edge.
Meadowlands Race Picks
by Bob Pandolfo
RACE 1
1 FERNADO 2-1
2 KINGOFTHEJUNGLE 2-1
9 JERRYTONE 6-1
8 S MCKEE 8-1
FERNADO finished gamely from the outside…KINGOFTHEJUNGLE moves inside and an get the
lead…JERRYTONE was able to set the pace from post 8 the last time he raced here…S MCKEE best needed.
RACE 2
5 GREYSTONE NATALIO 2-1
6 DRESDEN 5-2
2 SO DELIGHTFUL 7-2
4 ALKIPPE 10-1
GREYSTONE NATALIO raced gamely from a tough spot the last time she raced here, which was in April,
and she won her prior start over this track in good style…DRESDEN hasn’t hit the board in 8 starts over
this track and clearly prefers the 5/8’s ovals, but she was in some pretty good fields in her recent starts at
Pocono and she’s been racing well for her new barn…SO DELIGHTFUL should have the early lead…ALKIPPE
gets a better post.
RACE 3
2 JIGGY JOG S 8-5
3 MISSWALNER FASHION 8-5
4 JAYA BAE 7-1
7 SPENDTHEMONEYHONEY 8-1
JIGGY JOG S made two moves to the lead over the sloppy track last week and lost by a nose to last year’s
champion 2yo filly Venerable…MISSWALNER FASHION was moving up in class when she raced in the
Goldsmith Maid last November and she went a big mile to finish third after a tough trip; she qualified
twice and although she hasn’t been on the track since April 16, trainer Jim Campbell does well off layoffs.
RACE 4
2 VILLAIN 12-1
5 TEMPORAL HANOVER 2-1
7 CLASSIC HILL 7-2
6 FRANK THE ELDER 4-1
VILLAIN had to need last, finished okay…TEMPORAL HANOVER came back sharp for a top trotting
barn…CLASSIC HILL showed good speed to get position and held well…FRANK THE ELDER put hopples on
and came through with an easy win against slower.

RACE 5
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TESTING TESTING 4-1
PRETENDER 4-1
B A SUPERHERO 6-5
STRIDE THE HILL 12-1

TESTING TESTING had to miss last week because of a quarantine after a Herpes breakout at Vernon
Downs. He’s well prepped for good barn and has ability…PRETENDER broke at short odds in the slop in the
Dexter Cup at Freehold. He could be sitting on a big effort in his third start of the year…B A SUPERHERO
got the pocket trip and won both of his 3yo starts including last at 1-2 odds, but this is a better field and I
personally wouldn’t take something like 1-2 odds on him here and if I was playing the Pick 5, I would not
single him here…STRIDE THE HILL left and secured the pocket then broke when asked in the stretch over
the sloppy track. He might be getting the hang of things.
RACE 6
6 LOOKS LIKE MONI** 9-5
7 MAJESTIC J 5-2
4 SENNA 3-1
2 ROBERTSIN 7-1
LOOKS LIKE MONI was parked to the half, held well for the place in his 3yo debut…MAJESTIC J turned in a
solid effort in return…SENNA made two moves to the lead setting the pace over the sloppy track and lost
by a length…ROBERTSIN could benefit from last.
RACE 7
8 CREEATION 7-2
1 BLUE SKIES SHINING 4-1
2 JOLIE NEVELE 9-2
9 LOOKIN CHIC 8-1
CREEATION seems to be coming around…BLUE SKIES SHINING broke in return but that was an off track
against a much better field and she showed enough in a few starts against better last year to make her a
threat here…JOLIE NEVELE debuts for a top barn…LOOKIN CHIC broke in return, hopples go back on now.
RACE 8
8 RIVER NESS 7-5
3 JK VICTORY 5-2
5 FIKATIME 7-2
4 STONERIDGE REEF 5-1
RIVER NESS came back to the races with a sharp win in 1:49.4 on April 23…JK VICTORY was coming
round at the end of last year and shows three qualifiers for return; key rival…FIKATIME set the pace at
this level and was a solid second in his last pari-mutuel start last month…STONEBRIDGE REEF turned in
some pretty good efforts last year.
RACE 9
2 DOC SEMALU 5-1
1 FERDINAND A 5-2
4 CECIL CASANOVA 5-2
5 ROCKABILLY CHARM 6-1
RACE 10
5 LAURIE LEE 7-2
7 ANNABELLE HANOVER 2-1
6 BEYOND WORDS N 5-2
4 FOX VALLEY EXPLOIT 5-1

LAURIE LEE was impressive beating weaker and goes for third straight…ANNABELLE HANOVER drops and
could outclass these…BEYOND WORDS N got up gamely to beat similar and lured Dunn off of Laurie
Lee…FOX VALLEY EXPLOIT is in good form.
RACE 11
7 IT AINT THE WHISKEY 7-2
1 SKYWAY KON MAN 9-2
6 SHINKANSEN 5-1
4 HENDERSON SEELSTER 6-1
RACE 12
1 FASHION SCHOONER 7-5
6 PEYTON HANOVER 5-2
2 GRACELYN HANOVER 4-1
4 MRS TAYLOR 8-1
RACE 13
8 DREAM OUT LOUD N 2-1
5 HURRIKANE GEORGIE 5-2
7 A B COLLINS 7-2
4 ROCK TO GLORY 8-1
DREAM OUT LOUD N went a big trip to beat similar off the trainer change in last; edge in a typically wide
open amateur driver race.
BEST BET: LOOKS LIKE MONI 6th Race

